Summary of School Admission Arrangements for 2018-19 and main changes from previous arrangements

A - Coordinated Admission Schemes:

The closing times and dates for the submission of new intake applications for 2018-19 to be considered in the first round of allocations for:

- Reception Intake, Junior Transfer and Middle Transfer admissions – 23:59 on 15 January 2018*
- Secondary Transfer, Upper Transfer and University Technical College admissions - 23:59 on 31 October 2017*

On-time applicants will be notified of the outcome of their application on the following dates:

- Reception Intake, Junior Transfer and Middle Transfer – 16 April 2018*
- Secondary Transfer, Upper Transfer and University Technical College - 1 March 2018*

*These dates are prescribed by national legislation.

Any additional information required by own admission authority schools, for example, Baptism Certificates and/or Supplementary Information Forms for some Church Schools, should be sent to the school concerned rather than to North Somerset Council.

B - Arrangements Northleaze C of E Primary School:

Northleaze C of E Primary School’s oversubscription criteria has been amended to give priority to children with a sibling link, living in the FGA when Northleaze is not the nearest school to the home address.

C – Increase in Published Admissions Number (PAN)

Winford C of E Primary School are increasing their PAN from 20 to 30.

Flax Bourton C of E Primary School and the Local Authority are consulting on increasing their PAN from 15 to 30.